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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

N

ew York State laws encourage a proliferation of civil suits seeking
damages for various kinds of alleged wrongful actions, known in legal
terms as “torts.” The resulting liability costs have been estimated at $20
billion a year1—or more than $2,700 per household.

New York’s litigious environment isn’t helping the state’s image among
employers. A U.S. Chamber of Commerce survey of lawyers and executives for
major businesses ranked New York’s legal climate 29th in the country in 2017,2
plummeting 11 spots over the past five years to its lowest level in the survey’s
15-year history.
The Empire State’s tort liability system is a positive for at least one industry,
however. New York’s legal profession is larger than ever, with more than
177,000 lawyers actively practicing in the state. That’s one lawyer for every
112 residents—the most of any state and more than twice the national average.3
Over the past decade, the number of lawyers actively practicing in New York has
climbed 20 percent,4 fully 10 times the state’s rate of population growth.
All these lawyers need to make living—and, as this report shows, the tort system
provides one for those in the plaintiffs’ bar. Other New Yorkers pay the price,
in the form of higher auto insurance rates, higher health care costs and higher
taxes, to name just three impacts. The high cost of our tort system hinders
infrastructure renewal and economic growth in a state that desperately needs
more of both.
As shown in this report:
•

New York is one of only a dozen states that allow people to recover
damages even when they are found primarily responsible for their
own injuries.

•

When several people or businesses share responsibility for an injury, New
York law encourages plaintiffs’ lawyers to target the defendant with the
most money—even if it is least to blame.

•

Property owners in New York must prove a negative—that they had no
notice of a hazardous condition—if they want to avoid trial in a “slip and
fall” lawsuit.

•

New York is among a minority of states that have taken no action to
reform laws governing product liability, which is especially important
to manufacturers.

•

New York allows unlimited noneconomic and punitive damage awards,
and imposes an interest rate on judgments that significantly exceeds
inflation, creating a risk of particularly high awards.

1

This report identifies aspects of New York’s tort system that have fallen out of
balance and provides solutions to fix them. It first examines New York’s general
liability laws, those that apply to a wide range of civil claims. In comparison to
other states, New York allows significantly greater liability and lacks the types of
commonsense constraints adopted by other states.
The report then closely explores specific problem areas, including:
•

New York’s antiquated, unique-in-the-nation “Scaffold Law” that
imposes “absolute liability” on property owners and contractors for
nearly any worker fall on a construction site, regardless of a worker’s
own culpability.

•

The lack of reasonable limits on medical malpractice awards or
safeguards to avoid meritless claims and hired-gun expert testimony,
which ultimately pushes up health care costs and leads to provider
shortages in some specialty areas.

•

The state’s ineffective no-fault auto insurance system, which drives up
auto insurance rates.

•

A court created specifically for asbestos litigation that attracts claims from
across the country because of procedures and laws that put defendants at
a disadvantage.

Needed liability reforms would create a more balanced legal environment,
reduce costs for those who live and work in New York and improve the state’s
economy.5 This report offers a blueprint for achieving these goals.
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TORT LAW IMBALANCE: COMPARING
NEW YORK TO OTHER STATES

F

rom ordinary slip-and-fall cases to complex product liability lawsuits, New
York lacks many of the basic, balancing constraints on civil liability found in
many other states.

This is not a new problem. Some of the biggest problems discussed in this report
were identified more than 30 years ago by a bipartisan commission appointed by
Governor Mario M. Cuomo. Chaired by Hugh R. Jones, a former judge of the state
Court of Appeals, the 25-member commission issued a two-volume report with
proposals for improving New York’s liability system. Only a few of those reforms
were subsequently implemented, however.6
Back in the 1980s, the Jones Commission recognized the “increased propensity
to compensate regardless of fault and the tendency to assign larger but highly
variable values to non-economic injury” as key reasons why New York’s civil
justice system had become “more costly, less effective as a deterrent to negligence
and less predictable in outcome.”7
The Jones Commission’s unfinished reform agenda represents a starting point
for needed changes to tort laws that still exhibit all the shortcomings identified
decades ago.

Suing while reckless
In New York, a person who is extraordinarily careless, even reckless, and is hurt
can still sue and recover damages if he or she can identify someone else whose
conduct contributed to the injury. Under New York’s approach, a plaintiff who
is 90 percent responsible for his injury can still recover damages (subject to a
percentage reduction to account for that person’s contribution to the harm).
That is not true in any of New York’s neighboring states, or three-quarters of states
nationwide.8 In most other states, a person who is primarily responsible for his or
her own injury (50 percent or more at fault) cannot recover damages. This system
is known as “modified comparative fault.”
In contrast, New York is one of only a dozen states that apply a “pure” form of
comparative fault.9 New York’s approach encourages lawyers to file weak claims
on behalf of careless clients in the hope that the individuals or businesses that are
targeted will settle rather than incur legal expenses, the stress of litigation and the
risk of an adverse verdict.

Liability exceeds responsibility
When several people or businesses share responsibility for an injury, New York
law encourages plaintiffs’ lawyers to target the defendant with the most money—
even if it is least to blame.
3
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Under the rule of “joint and several liability,” a plaintiff can pick and choose to
sue anyone who is partially responsible for an injury and recover the entire award
from that person. This leads to the targeting of “deep pocket” defendants, even
when others are more culpable. It also puts a minor player potentially on the hook
for the actions of others that are insolvent, no longer in business or otherwise not
subject to liability.
Based on a Jones Commission recommendation, New York took a significant step
away from full joint and several liability in 1986,10 when the Legislature provided that personal injury defendants who are less than 50 percent liable only pay
their fair share of the plaintiff’s noneconomic
damages, such as pain and suffering.11 Even
New York law encourages
minimally culpable defendants, however,
remain jointly liable for a plaintiff’s full ecoplaintiffs’ lawyers to target
nomic damages, including medical expenses
the defendant with the
and lost income.

most money—even if it is
least to blame.

New York also has many areas where full
joint liability continues to apply, such as tort
claims arising from automobile accidents,
work-related injuries, some environmental damages and construction accidents.12
The limitation on joint liability also does not apply beyond personal injury cases,
such as to tort claims alleging property damage. In addition, New York law lifts
its limited restriction on joint liability when a jury finds that a defendant acted
recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally.13 The practical effect of these exceptions is
that many civil defendants continue to be held responsible for more than their fair
share of the plaintiff’s damages.
Most states have moved away from full joint liability, instead imposing damages
based on a defendant’s degree of fault. Twenty states hold defendants liable for
damages in proportion to the percentage of responsibility found by the jury. Sixteen
more retain joint liability only for defendants who bear significant responsibility
for a plaintiff’s injury, most commonly when they are 50 percent or more at fault.

Slip, trip and fall
When hit with a common slip or trip-and-fall claim in a New York state court,
supermarkets, retailers, restaurants, cities, towns and other property owners face
a nearly impossible standard. Even when a plaintiff has no credible evidence that
the defendant could have prevented the fall, there is little hope that a state court
will dismiss the case.
Typically, in order to proceed to trial, plaintiffs are expected to produce
some evidence showing that a defendant either created a dangerous condition
or knew or should have known of a hazard and failed to correct it within a
reasonable time. A statement from a witness can suffice. Such evidence is required
in federal courts.14
New York state courts, however, require property owners to prove a negative
to avoid the time and expense of a trial: they must affirmatively show that they
4
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did not have notice of the hazardous condition and that it was not present long
enough for the owner to discover and address it.15 In order to meet this standard,
a defendant must “offer some evidence as to when the area in question was last
cleaned or inspected relative to the time when the plaintiff fell.”16 New York
attorneys who specialize in retail liability have observed that a property owner
“cannot rely solely on its general inspection practices and procedures or on gaps
in the plaintiff’s proof” to meet this requirement.17
Since a plaintiff has three years to file a personal injury claim in New York,18 a
defendant may no longer be in possession of records needed to defend the case by
the time it learns of the lawsuit. When possible, those who are sued in slip-and-fall
cases remove (transfer) the case to federal court to avoid New York’s unrealistic
requirements. But when they cannot do so, and lack the records necessary to
support a motion for summary judgment, they have little choice but to settle the
case, even when there is no evidence that they were responsible for the plaintiff’s
fall beyond that person’s say-so.
Trip-and-fall claims pose a substantial liability risk for public and private owners
of sidewalks, parks and roadways. For example, sidewalk cases are the fifth most
expensive injury claim against New York City, resulting in 2,378 claims costing
the city $31.8 million in settlements and judgments in 2016.19 That was the lowest
total annual payout in a decade.20 By
comparison, for similar claims, Chicago
paid out about $12 million as a result of
New York state courts
lawsuits over a nine-year period ending in
require property owners to
July 2017.21 New York City has a larger
prove a negative to avoid the
population, but its sidewalk fall liability
paid by taxpayers is about 30 times higher
time and expense of a trial.
than Chicago.22 New York City’s high
payments are also despite a 2003 City
Council ordinance that shifts the city’s liability for falls on public sidewalks to
abutting private property owners.23 Sidewalk-related lawsuits may indicate a need
for better maintenance, but also are indicative of New York’s lawsuit culture.
New York has long recognized that property owners are not liable for “trivial”
defects, such as slightly uneven pavement,24 but the lack of a clear standard results
in property owners settling meritless claims. For instance, in 2015, the state Court
of Appeals considered a trio of trip-and-fall cases.25 One involved a trip on a metal
object that protruded between one-eighth of an inch and one-quarter of an inch
above a public sidewalk, resulting in a lawsuit against the owner of the abutting
Bronx apartment building owner. Another blamed a fall in a residential building
in Brooklyn on a chip on a stair tread, the second from the bottom of five stairs in a
lobby, that was a half inch in depth. The third lawsuit alleged a fall on a stairway in
a residential building in Queens as a result of an uneven surface on a stair—which
the plaintiff described as a “big clump.” The size of this clump was not presented.
On the liability-limited side, the Court of Appeals reaffirmed the viability of the
trivial defect defense, finding that “if a defect is so slight that no careful or prudent [person] would reasonably anticipate any danger from its existence, and yet
an accident occurs that is traceable to the defect, there is no liability.”26 However,
5
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the court ruled that no matter how slight the defect, courts must consider the totality of the circumstances, which often requires a trial. Applying this standard,
the court ruled that the metal protrusion on the sidewalk was trivial and properly
dismissed, but that the stairway cases must proceed to trial.
In the absence of a bright-line test for determining when cases can go forward,
“unmeritorious claims are encouraged and sometimes elicit an unwarranted
settlement simply to avoid litigation costs.27

Unlimited product liability
Unlike most states, New York has not adopted any reasonable constraints
on product liability litigation, which is a concern to any business that makes,
distributes or sells products in New York. These types of reforms, which were
supported by the Jones Commission,28 include:
A statute of repose to provide assurance to manufacturers that, at some point, their exposure
to product liability lawsuits claiming a product is defective ends.
These laws recognize that many years after the initial sale of a product, 		
any injuries are likely to stem from use of the product beyond its safe life, misuse
or reasons aside from a defect. For example, Connecticut does not allow product
liability claims more than ten years after a product is sold unless the product has a
longer useful safe life.29
Limits on the liability of businesses that have sold an allegedly defective product, but played
no part in designing or manufacturing it.
Generally, product liability law nationwide imposes responsibility for injuries
related to a defective product on any business in the chain of distribution. For
instance, a retailer that merely sold a product made by another company may
be required to pay a plaintiff’s damages if it turns out to have a flaw. For this
reason, states have enacted laws that limit product liability lawsuits against these
types of innocent sellers. For example, New Jersey relieves sellers of strict liability
upon filing an affidavit certifying the manufacturer’s identity, so long as the seller
did not exercise control over the design or manufacturing of the product and the
plaintiff can pursue a recovery from the manufacturer.30
A limit on damages related to products whose designs or warning labels comply with
government safety standards.
Several states give weight to a product’s compliance with government safety
standards or the product’s approval by a regulatory agency when evaluating
liability. By aligning government safety regulations and the liability system,
these statutes provide needed clarity, stability, and predictability in the law, treat
manufacturers and product sellers with fairness and protect the public interest.
Some of these laws presume that a product’s design or warnings are not defective
when a government agency approved them or the product complies with safety
6

standards.31 Other laws do not allow punitive
damages when a product complied with the
law.32 For instance, in New Jersey, punitive
damages are not awarded on a claim arising from
a drug, medical device, food or food additive
generally recognized as safe and effective by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).33

Unlimited awards
Unlike most states, New York allows for
unlimited awards for noneconomic damages,
such as pain and suffering, and places no
constraints on punitive damages to avoid
jackpot judgments. As a result, people and
businesses sued in New York are threatened
with the potential of large and unpredictable
awards, which may lead them to settle
speculative claims at inflated values.
Noneconomic damages are often the largest
part of personal injury awards.34 They are highly
subjective and fluctuate widely from case-tocase. About half of the states limit noneconomic
damages in medical malpractice lawsuits
because of the adverse impact excessive awards
can have on doctors and patients.35 Eleven states
go further, limiting noneconomic damages in
some or all personal injury claims.36 In 1986, the
Jones Commission recommended a $250,000
limit on noneconomic damages, adjusted
annually for inflation, in personal injury claims
against public entities.37
New York also does not limit punitive damages
in any type of liability case. Caps on punitive
damages provide greater predictability and
certainty in litigation, eliminate outlier verdicts
and avoid constitutionally excessive awards.
These laws also help ensure that punishment
is proportional to a defendant’s conduct by
linking the maximum amount of punitive
damages to the actual harm. About half of
the states that permit punitive damages have
statutory limits in place.38 For example, New
Jersey limits punitive damages to the greater of
five times compensatory damages or $350,000.39
Connecticut limits punitive damages in product
liability actions to two times the amount of

Benefitting lawyers, not
consumers
It may come as a surprise to New Yorkers to
learn that a small group of lawyers they have
never met are repeatedly filing lawsuits on their
behalf claiming consumers were duped at the
supermarket, the drug store, or a restaurant. Any
New Yorker who has bought a Lean Cuisine®
frozen dinner, Ruffles potato chips, Breakstone’s
sour cream, Advil or flushable wipes, just for
example, is or was recently a member of a
class action brought on behalf of New York
consumers. New York has quickly become a
favorite jurisdiction for these types of lawsuits,
which are brought under the state’s deceptive
trade practices and false advertising laws.227
Some firms repeatedly bring a particular type
of claim, such as lawsuits targeting products
advertised as “natural” or claiming a product’s
packaging could fit more food. They sometimes
don’t even look for an unsatisfied consumer—
they just recruit someone to serve as a class
representative, have them purchase the product,
and use the same person again and again to sue.
One of the most recent lawsuits, for example,
claims Pret A Manger owes New Yorkers money
because its sandwich wraps do not “fully
occupy” the cardboard containers in which they
are sold.228
Lawyers know that if they file ten cut-and-paste
complaints, five may settle because many
businesses are eager to avoid litigation expenses
and liability risk. In many instances, the lawyers
get paid by the defendant to “go away” while
consumers get little or nothing.229 When a case
is certified, the lawyers may receive millions
of dollars while consumers receive worthless
labeling changes.230
One reason New York is an increasingly attractive
place to file consumer class actions is that a
state law intended to allow individuals to collect a
minimum amount of damages—$50 per claim—is
being misused in class actions.231 The Legislature
reserved statutory damages for individual claims
to “prevent catastrophic and unfair judgments
against defendants—a result to be avoided
if possible.”232 Now, what might otherwise
have been a $500 case has the potential for a
$5 million award. 233 Other states have avoided
such unfairness.234
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compensatory damages.40 Six states generally do not authorize punitive damages
awards, including Massachusetts and New Hampshire.41

Punishing interest rates
There can be a considerable lag time, easily running into years, between events
giving rise to a lawsuit, the filing of the lawsuit and the actual award and payment
of damages resulting from the suit. For that reason, courts add interest to monetary
judgments to compensate for what might have been earned if the same sum of
money had been invested during the same time period.
Most states base their judgment interest rates on market rates—which are now
near historic lows—with annual inflation and average U.S. Treasury bond yields
both hovering around 2 percent. New York, however, still imposes a whopping
9 percent interest rate on court judgments.42

Basing judgment
interest on market
rates would save the
State of New York
$2.6 million annually.

This high interest rate is “illogical and unfair” and
“does not reflect the changing economic reality of the
cost of money,” an advisory committee to the state’s
chief administrative judge observed.43 An excessive
judgment interest rate adds to the pressure on a
defendant to settle litigation, regardless of the merits.
It also weighs against appealing a questionable court
decision, as interest continues to accumulate.

New York’s interest rate not only penalizes private
parties, but directly impacts city and county governments, which are often the
targets of litigation, and, by extension, taxpayers. The New York State Conference
of Mayors and Municipal Officials estimates that basing judgment interest on
market rates would save the State of New York $2.6 million and New York City
$1.5 million annually.44

Roadblock to appeals
In order to stop a plaintiff from seizing a defendant’s assets while an appeal is
pending, defendants in New York must post a bond covering the full amount of
the judgment.45 This appeal bond requirement stems from a time when judgments
did not reach hundreds of millions or billions of dollars.
Appeal bond rules can stand as unfair roadblocks to appealing crushing verdicts
and place inordinate pressure on judgment defendants to settle cases that may
be reversed on appeal. More than two-thirds of states limit appeal bonds.46 Four
of New York’s neighbors—Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Vermont—do not require any appeal bond.47 New York is among a handful of
states that require appeal bonds, but place no limit on their size.48
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Proposed reforms
New York can bring its core liability laws into the mainstream by:
•

Providing that a plaintiff who is primarily responsible for his or her own
injury cannot recover damages by moving to a modified comparative
fault system.

•

Holding defendants liable in proportion to their level of responsibility for
a plaintiff’s injury by eliminating joint liability.

•

Requiring a plaintiff who alleges a slip-and-fall claim to show that
the property owner had actual or constructive knowledge of the
dangerous condition.49

•

Adopting common safeguards on product liability actions, such as a
law giving weight to a product’s compliance with safety standards or a
government agency’s approval of a product’s design or warnings.

•

Amending General Business Law § 349(h) to explicitly provide that
statutory (minimum) damages are available only in individual consumer
lawsuits, not class actions, as the Legislature intended.

•

Placing a reasonable limit on awards for non-economic damages and tying
the maximum amount of a punitive damage award to the plaintiff’s injury.

•

Reducing New York’s judgment interest rate from 9 percent to a level
indexed to the market interest rate.50

•

Placing a reasonable limit on the amount a defendant is required to post in
a bond to appeal an extraordinary award, such as $50 million.
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A CLOSER LOOK:
FOUR AREAS OF EXCESSIVE LIABILITY

1.

Absolute liability under the Scaffold Law:
The sky-high cost of building in New York

Construction projects in New York are significantly more expensive than in other
states, thanks to New York’s century-old “Scaffold Law.”
This unique law imposes “absolute liability” on property owners and contractors
whenever a worker falls on a construction site. Over the years, New York courts
have broadened the reach of the statute and eliminated defenses.51 Today, the
excessive liability that results from this law has led to rising insurance rates, a
doubling of deductibles, and few carriers willing to offer such coverage.52

New York’s state Legislature first enacted the Scaffold Law in 1885 to safeguard
construction workers who found themselves subject to increased danger while
working on the city’s skyscrapers and other projects. While the text of the Scaffold
Law does not mention creating a right for workers to sue for a violation of its
provisions, 53 the state Court of Appeals has interpreted the statute to impose
absolute liability.54 In fact, the court has found that the Scaffold Law imposes
liability on a property owner or a general contractor “who had nothing to do
with the plaintiff’s accident.”55 Juries cannot consider the worker’s carelessness or
recklessness, which is considered irrelevant.56 When a worker falls from a ladder
while intoxicated on the job or engaged in other irresponsible behavior, the owner
and general contractor remain fully liable for the damages.
Property owners and contractors named in such lawsuits can defend themselves
on the basis that the worker was the sole proximate cause of his or her own injury,57
but that is an extraordinarily high standard to meet.58 An accident can be 99 percent
the worker’s own fault, but the owner or contractor must still pay 100 percent of the
damages. Contractors who invest in safety equipment, run strong safety programs
and enforce the rules are treated face the same liability under the Scaffold Law as
those who cut corners and put workers at risk. The best that a defendant may hope
for is to avoid a summary judgment ruling on liability, even when the worker had
safety equipment that complied with all applicable state and federal law and the
equipment functioned properly.59

More than just scaffolds
The Scaffold Law covers injuries resulting from any elevation or gravity-related
risk on construction sites, including falling from a ladder or being hit by an object.60
Sites may include a building, roof, bridge and elevated highway construction.
The law applies in situations that most people would not consider a fall stemming
from an elevation-related construction risk. Did legislators who enacted the
Scaffold Law soon after the opening of the Brooklyn Bridge think that law would
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provide an absolute liability claim when a worker falls sixteen inches from a
boulder on a basement floor?61
As courts considered Scaffold Law claims resulting from injuries during the
building of the first skyscrapers in the 1890s, did judges believe that a person
working on the ground floor of a construction site would bring a Scaffold Law
claim if he slipped down the stairs when retrieving a raincoat?62 Today’s courts
have even found that the law gives a florist worker a claim against a catering
hall if he falls from a ladder while disassembling a chupah, a canopy for a Jewish
wedding.63

Settle, or else
As one plaintiffs’ law firm notes to potential clients on its website, since “liability
is assumed” under the Scaffold Law, “[t]he sole issue to be resolved at trial will be
the amount of damages.”64 Scaffold Law claims are costly. Workers’ compensation
provides no-fault payments for an injured workers’ medical care and provides
benefits based on a percentage of lost wages while a person is disabled, while
limiting an employer’s liability. Under the Scaffold Law, however, property owners
and contractors have no such constraints on
their liability. Plaintiffs may seek past and
No other state currently
future lost wages and medical expenses as
well as awards for pain and suffering that are
has a statute comparable
highly subjective and unpredictable.

to the Scaffold Law.

Most Scaffold Law claims settle. Given the
liability risk, it is easy to understand why. In
2016, 5 of the state’s top twenty verdicts were Scaffold Law cases.65 These five
verdicts alone totaled $54.3 million, averaging just under $11 million each.66 More
than half of the top dozen reported mediated settlements and one-third of the top
fifty appear to have involved Scaffold Law claims.67

Scaffold Law litigation is so lucrative that plaintiffs’ lawyers reportedly hand out
T-shirts and other materials to workers at construction sites, hoping anyone who
is injured will call.68
An expert on New York construction law has observed, “Over the course of the
last century, the court has taken a statute designed to protect workers who were
unable to protect themselves from the extraordinary hazards of working at or
raising materials and loads to heights, and turned it into a remedy for every injury
caused by gravity that a safety device might have, in hindsight, prevented.”69

Unique liability
No other state currently has a statute comparable to the Scaffold Law.70
Illinois had a similar law, but it was repealed in 1995.71 While absolute liability
is promoted as a safety measure, independent research has found that Illinois
had a higher rate of construction-related injuries before the repeal, but fell to a
11
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lower rate after the law was erased.72 Researchers hypothesize that there are fewer
injuries post-repeal in Illinois because absolute liability eliminates an incentive
for employers to invest in workplace safety.73 Absolute liability also does not
encourage workers to be careful, since they can recover in a lawsuit even when
they engaged in reckless behavior, such as working while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs.

The cost
The Scaffold Law has made insurance coverage from construction and infrastructure
projects limited in availability and expensive. Cost estimates vary, but all agree
that the Scaffold Law significantly increases the cost of building in New York.
According to the New York State Builders Association, the liability risk resulting
from the law increases the cost of general liability insurance for construction
projects between 300 percent and 600 percent.74
As New Yorkers become increasingly frustrated with the state’s crumbling
infrastructure, they might consider how the Scaffold Law makes needed
improvements more costly.75 For example:
•

The New York City School Construction Authority says its insurance costs
are “three to four times greater than they would be for the same construction
program in New Jersey.” The extra amount spent on insurance premiums
due to Scaffold Law liability would be enough to build two to three more
city schools a year, according to the Authority’s general counsel.76

•

The New York State School Boards Association has expressed concern that
spending $200 million on higher insurance costs for school construction
largely as a result of the Scaffold Law is “hurting our kids and undermining
districts’ ability to deliver the modern, safe, world-class facilities students
need and deserve.”77

•

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey paid more than twice as
much for liability losses on the New York side of bridges spanning the two
states, such as the new Goethals Bridge, according to an analysis of claims
data conducted by a coalition of organizations supporting Scaffold Law
reform.78 The $4 billion price tag on the new Tappan Zee Bridge across
the lower Hudson River might be $200 million lower but for Scaffold Law
liability costs.79

A report issued by the Rockefeller Institute of Government estimated that the
Scaffold Law results in approximately $785 million in additional insurance costs
for public sector construction and nearly $1.5 billion in annual costs for private
nonresidential construction spending in New York.80
The Scaffold Law also has hindered affordable housing and disaster relief efforts.81
In the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy, the Scaffold Law was cited by several
nonprofit organizations as an obstacle to their rebuilding efforts. In a letter to
Governor Cuomo and legislative leadership, the groups wrote:
12
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After long and time-consuming searches for insurance coverage,
the few policies we have found are several times the cost of
coverage in any other state, including other states affected by
Superstorm Sandy, like New Jersey and Connecticut. For many of
our organizations, the cost of construction insurance in New York
is prohibitive, and several disaster relief organizations are unable to
provide relief to New York families because of the lack of insurance
due to the Scaffold Law.
This cost and availability crisis is exclusive to New York, as is the
Scaffold Law. This is not an insurance problem; it is a New York
problem. We enjoy strong and productive relationships with our
insurance carriers in all other 49 states, but most of those carriers
will not write policies in New York due to the presence of the
Scaffold Law.82
“Make no mistake,” the groups concluded, “the Scaffold Law has directly and
significantly hindered our ability to help hundreds of New Yorkers return home
after Superstorm Sandy.”83

Proposed reforms
Amending the Scaffold Law to apply the same rule of comparative negligence
that applies in most personal injury cases would allow juries to consider the
responsibility of all parties involved in a construction accident—including whether
the worker used safety equipment or devices provided at the job site, followed
safety instructions or was impaired by drugs or alcohol. Under this system, for
example, a worker who has sustained $1 million in damages, but was 40 percent at
fault for his own injury, would recover $600,000, instead of the full million under
current law. As New York’s mayors and municipal officials have observed in
supporting such legislation, this would be a more equitable approach.84
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2.

Unbounded medical liability:
A poor place to practice medicine

New York’s medical malpractice costs are perennially the highest in the nation—
and no other state even comes close.85
Consider:
•

In 2016, medical malpractice payouts recorded by the National Practitioner
Data Bank totaled $701 million in New York, as shown in Figure 1.86

•

The Empire State’s total annual payouts are more than double those in
New Jersey and Pennsylvania, which have the second and third highest
totals.87

•

Nearly one-fifth of all medical liability payouts in the nation are in New
York.88

New York’s payouts have remained at national highs despite a 17 percent decrease
in the number of medical malpractice lawsuits filed in the state fell between 2007
and 2014.89 In other words, lawsuits are down, but the amount of judgments and
settlements are up.

Figure 1
Total U.S. Medical Malpractice
Payouts (2016), millions
NY $701 (18%)
All Other States
$1,741 (46%)
NJ $299 (8%)

PA $316 (8%)

CT, MA, RI & VT
combined $276
(7%)
CA $235 (6%)

IL $275 (7%)

Source: Diederick Healthcare, 2017 Medical Malpractice Payout Analysis
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Exorbitant liability insurance premiums
Many New York physicians pay liability premiums that exceed those in any
other state—but there are extreme differences between regions of New York.90 In
general, physicians downstate pay some of the highest rates in the country, while
physicians upstate pay some of the lowest.91
Malpractice costs are particularly high for physicians in three practice areas:
Internal Medicine: In 2015, only Florida and Illinois had counties with higher
annual medical malpractice premiums for internists than the highest rates in New
York, which were found in Long Island, the Bronx, and Staten Island, which ranged
from $35,836 to $36,484.92 That same year, 14 states had lower liability premiums
for internists than the lowest premium in New York.93
General surgery: Only general surgeons in Miami-Dade County, Florida, faced
higher liability premiums than New York’s general surgeons, whose rates ranged
as high as $136,398 on Long Island.94 Conversely, a dozen states had premiums for
general surgeons lower than New York’s lowest premium.
Obstetrics and gynecology: New York’s highest medical malpractice premiums for
OB-GYNs aren’t equaled in any state.95 And this is not just a matter of high regional

Figure 2
Medical Malpractice Payouts
Per Capita (2016 select states)
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Source: Diederick Healthcare, 2017 Medical Malpractice Payout Analysis
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costs. For example, as of 2016, obstetricians in the Bronx and Staten Island paid
an average rate of $186,63096 while their counterparts in neighboring New Jersey
paid less than half as much, $83,074,97 and obstetricians in Massachusetts paid an
average of $68,230.98 Further afield, the liability premium for an obstetrician in Los
Angeles was $49,804, less than one-third the highest New York rate.99
Liability premiums for New York physicians shot up 55 percent to 80 percent
between 2003 and 2008, and have continued to rise steadily since then,100 making it
prohibitively expensive to practice medicine in New York. In 2015, for example, the
Healthcare Association of New York tallied over a thousand unfilled physicians’
positions in hospitals across the state.101 The same year, almost 60 percent of
New York hospitals and health facilities reported lacking a sufficient number of
specialists.102 That percentage jumps to 86 percent for rural areas of New York.103

Lack of commonsense reforms
Unlike many other states, New York’s legislature has not adopted an effective
system for screening out meritless medical liability lawsuits.
New York is among the one-third of states requiring plaintiffs to have a qualified
physician evaluate the medical records, find a breach of the standard of care, and
provide a certificate of merit before a patient files a lawsuit.104 When properly
designed, such laws deter plaintiffs from filing dubious lawsuits and encourage
healthcare providers to settle claims that may have merit.
However, New York’s law only requires the plaintiffs’ attorney to submit a
certificate declaring that he or she believes there is a “reasonable basis” to
commence an action based on the opinion of at least one physician whom the
attorney considers knowledgeable of relevant issues.105 Even this lax certificate of
merit requirement can be waived if the attorney makes three good faith attempts
to meet with separate doctors and none agree to the consult.106
Other states have more stringent standards. Pennsylvania, for example, requires
a plaintiff’s attorney to certify that the reviewing physician meets statutory
qualifications for providing expert testimony in medical liability cases107 and that
the physician has supplied a written opinion finding a reasonable probability that
the healthcare provider’s conduct fell outside acceptable professional standards.108
New Jersey goes even further. In addition to requiring the reviewing physician to
meet specific standards to provide expert testimony in medical liability cases, New
Jersey requires the physician, not the plaintiff’s attorney, to sign the affidavit.109
Other states have adopted laws under which a panel of medical professionals
reviews claims before they are filed.110
Thirty-two states have codified provisions regarding qualification for expert
witnesses in medical malpractice cases: New York is not one of them.111 New York
law is so deficient that, for example, a podiatrist could testify as an expert witness
in a neurosurgery case.112
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By contrast, states including Connecticut, Pennsylvania and New Jersey require
the doctor who will testify on the applicable standard of care to be in the same
specialty as the doctor named in the lawsuit and be actively practicing medicine.113
These types of laws make it more difficult for plaintiffs’ lawyers to rely on hiredguns in medical malpractice litigation.
And while many states follow the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requiring full
disclosure of the witness and proposed testimony, New York does not allow a
party to depose an opponent’s medical expert
or even require advance disclosure of the
expert’s identity.114 As a medical doctor who
Given the litigation risk,
subsequently graduated from New York
physicians may be less
University Law School recognized, “While
blindfolds and unprepared cross-examinations
willing to try innovative
may amuse television audiences, such handicaps
treatment plans.
do not belong in front of medical malpractice
juries.”115
Perhaps most critically, as noted above, New York lacks constraints on
noneconomic damages such as “pain and suffering.” The result: massive openended damage awards.
To cite one especially extreme example, in 2014, the City of New York was hit
with a verdict awarding $172 million in a single medical malpractice case.116 In
that case, a six-person jury found that a plaintiff’s brain injury could be blamed
on inaction and bad advice from paramedics to await an ambulance rather than
go immediately to a hospital.117 As a result, in addition to the almost $100 million
award for future medical costs, the plaintiff received an additional $65 million in
noneconomic damages.118

Doctors on defense
The main argument against medical malpractice reform is that the threat of
lawsuits gives medical practitioners a stronger incentive to improve the overall
quality of care. However, independent economic research has found no causal
relationship between high liability payouts and rates of medical misconduct.119
Obviously, some degree of risk is often inherent in receiving medical care, and not
all unfortunate outcomes are the result of negligence.120 But because New York’s
tort laws are not designed to focus on negligence and avoidable errors, they tend
to encourage physicians to engage in defensive medicine—ordering unnecessary
tests, or avoiding and refusing high-risk procedures and high-risk patients. This
reduces the overall quality of care medical professionals provide and stymies
growth in specialty fields that are seen as overly risky. Given the litigation risk,
physicians may be less willing to try innovative treatment plans.121
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No apologies in New York
In 2009, the state’s Unified Court System joined the state Department of Public
Health in a pilot project intended to reduce preventable injuries and deaths and
ultimately reduce liability costs. It was one of seven demonstration projects
proposed funded by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services as part
of the Affordable Care Act.
Five New York hospitals participated, implementing a disclosure and resolution
program designed “to expedite the movement of malpractice cases through
the claims process, increase the number of settlements and over time, lower
malpractice costs and premiums.”122 Under this program, “health care professionals
and institutions disclose adverse outcomes to patients and families; investigate
and explain what happened; use that knowledge to improve patient safety and
prevent the recurrence of such incidents; and, when appropriate, apologize and offer
fair financial compensation.”123
While the program had some success, New York hospitals could not fully
implement it because state law does not shield apologies from being admissible
in litigation as evidence of culpability.124 By contrast, 32 states and the District of
Columbia have laws allowing doctors to express sympathy for patients without
fear of litigation.125 In these jurisdictions, when there has been an error, allowing
doctors to be candid with patients and apologize may be the difference between a
prompt settlement and lengthy litigation.126

Another attempt at progress
In his 2011 State of State address, Governor Andrew Cuomo announced the
establishment of a Medicaid Redesign Team, which he charged with addressing
New York’s bloated Medicaid program in which spending was twice the national
average.127 The Redesign Team considered liability reform among the options,
recognizing that more than half of states limit noneconomic damages, that these
laws slow premium growth, and that New York doctors face high and still rising
premiums.128 The Team initially proposed a $250,000 limit on noneconomic
damages in all medical malpractice cases,129 consistent with laws in California
and some other states. However, in the face of opposition from the trial bar, the
proposal was ultimately stripped from the budget before passage.130
However, one medical liability reform proposed by the Medicaid Redesign
Team did survive: a Neurologically Impaired Infant Medical Indemnity Fund to
compensate brain-damaged infants.131 Such cases are often settled even if the harm
did not result from a healthcare provider’s negligence. They involve the highest
awards and are a significant portion of all medical malpractice costs.
Under the new law, after a judgment or settlement, future healthcare expenses are
paid by the Fund, relieving health care providers and their insurers of the need
to pay what is often a massive upfront cash award. This avoids the potential for
over- or under-estimating the unpredictable lifetime cost of medical care. Medical
care is paid at usual and customary rates, or 130 percent of Medicaid or Medicare
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rates, saving money. The Fund is financed by an annual appropriation that comes
from surcharges imposed on health care services. Plaintiffs continue to receive an
(uncapped) cash award for pain and suffering and compensation for lost earnings
or other expenses from the defendants.
The law does not provide a faster way to
resolve disputes outside the lengthy and
expensive litigation process. Rather, it still
requires a verdict or settlement before
a person is eligible for compensation.
Attorneys continue to receive contingency
fees based on the entire award, including
future health care costs that will be covered
by the Fund. The minimal financial impact
on plaintiffs’ lawyers helps explain why
this reform, in particular, was enacted.

The minimal financial impact
on plaintiffs’ lawyers helps
explain why this reform, in
particular, was enacted.

The law has substantially reduced medical malpractice insurance costs for
hospitals in a narrow, but very expensive, subset of cases.132 However, it does not
significantly alter New York’s broader medical liability environment.

Wrong direction, again
The step forward of the Neurologically Impaired Infant Medical Indemnity Fund
has been followed by a big step backwards, with the passage of a law expanding
the liability exposure of health care providers by extending the time period during
which lawsuits can be filed.
Currently, New York’s statute of limitations allows for a medical malpractice
claim to be filed up to two and a half years from the time the alleged malpractice
occurred.133 A bill known as “Lavern’s Law,” passed by the Legislature in June
2017, alters the start of the two and a half year window to begin at the time the
plaintiff discovers or should have reasonably discovered an injury, so long as
the suit is brought within seven years of treatment.134 As initially introduced, the
bill would have applied to all medical malpractice claims, but it was amended to
apply only to patients with cancers and malignant tumors who allege they were
misdiagnosed.135
As of this writing, the bill has not made it to Governor Cuomo’s desk. The
Governor has indicated that he supports the bill in principle, despite warnings
from the Medical Society of the State of New York and the Greater New York
Hospital Association that it will add to the cost of practicing medicine and further
discourage doctors from practicing in the state. Fear of litigation may also reduce the
availability of screening services such as mammography.136 While the “discovery
rule” provided in the bill is not out of the mainstream for state malpractice laws,
New York lacks the critical safeguards present in most states that create a balanced
and fair system for deciding malpractice cases.
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Plaintiffs’ lawyers are also seeking to loosen one of the few significant tort
reforms adopted by the state since the 1980s—a limit on attorney contingency
fees in medical malpractice cases. Under current law, attorneys can receive up
to 30 percent of the first $250,000 recovered; 25 percent of the recovery between
$250,000 and $500,000; 20 percent of recovery between $500,000 and $1 million; 15
percent of the recovery between $1 million and $1.25 million; and 10 percent of
any recovery above $1.25 million.137 A plaintiffs’ attorney can petition the court for
a larger fee award if, in extraordinary circumstances, this schedule will not result
in adequate compensation.138 This system preserves recovery for people who are
injured by medical malpractice.
A bill pending in the Legislature, however, would slide the sliding scale toward
plaintiffs’ lawyers, giving them 30 percent of the first $1.25 million and 25 percent
of any amount above that level by the end of 2020.139

Proposed reforms
The Legislature can take several steps to improve the state’s medical liability
climate:
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•

Place a reasonable limit on noneconomic damage awards in medical
malpractice cases.

•

Adopt stronger certificate of merit requirements or provide pre-trial
screening panels staffed with qualified medical experts to review
malpractice claims. These steps would encourage early settlement of claims
that have merit, while deterring lawyers from filing meritless claims.

•

Adopt expert witness qualification standards for medical malpractice suits.

•

Amend the State’s Civil Practice and Law Rules to require advance
disclosure of expert witnesses, which would provide more transparency
in the litigation process.

•

Allow medical professionals to express their condolences or apologies to
patients or their families without the threat that it will be admissible in
court as evidence of wrongdoing or guilt in medical malpractice cases.

New York’s Costly Tort Laws and How to Fix Them

3.

Automobile accident liability: New York drivers’
high insurance rates

The cost of automobile liability insurance in New York ranks among the nation’s
highest,140 and is rising. New York drivers, on average, pay 28 percent more than
they did just seven years ago.141 Excessive liability, fraud and lawsuit abuse play
a significant role.

According to a 2017 report by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
(NAIC), New York ranked third nationally, behind New Jersey and Michigan, in
terms of the highest average auto insurance expenditure in 2014 (see Table 1,
below).142 New York policyholders spent an average of $1,205 for auto insurance,
or nearly 40 percent more than the national average of $866.143 On average, New
Yorkers pay 50 percent more for the liability portion of their insurance coverage
than drivers in other states. New York also ranked third among states in highest
average auto insurance expenditure in 2011, 2012 and 2013.144

Table 1: Average Auto Expenditures, 2014
State
1 New Jersey

Average
Expenditure

Combined
Average
Premium

Liability
Average
Premium

Collision
Average
Premium

Comprehensive
Average
Premium

$1,263.67

$1,379.20

$881.58

$371.36

$126.26

2 Michigan

$1,227.36

$1,350.58

$811.43

$390.03

$149.11

3 New York

$1,205.03

$1,327.82

$796.39

$366.36

$165.07

4 Louisiana

$1,192.92

$1,364.17

$750.23

$402.04

$211.90

5 District of Columbia

$1,192.45

$1,324.39

$629.25

$461.49

$233.65

6 Florida

$1,140.84

$1,208.81

$837.24

$259.86

$111.71

7 Delaware

$1,125.74

$1,215.69

$795.35

$303.86

$116.49

8 Rhode Island

$1,106.08

$1,257.38

$739.85

$392.36

$125.17

9 Massachusetts

$1,035.52

$1,107.76

$598.71

$376.42

$132.64

10 Connecticut

$1,031.70

$1,132.78

$642.95

$359.03

$130.80

$866.31

$982.27

$530.51

$308.32

$143.45

National Average

Source: National Association of Insurance Commissioners,
Auto Insurance Database Report 2013/2014 (Jan. 2017)

Policyholders in New York also contend with significant volatility in the amounts
they pay compared to other states. For instance, a study of auto insurance policy
rates in more than 100 New York cities found that costs may differ by nearly
three times between the most expensive and the least expensive cities.145 A driver
might see a nearly $2,000 difference for the same auto insurance coverage in the
most expensive area (New York City) and the most affordable area (Corning).146
A policyholder in Brooklyn, for example, is estimated to pay an average of more
than $3,500 a year—more than double the state’s overall average.147 (See Figure
3, page 24.)
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Contributing factors
New York’s high auto insurance costs cannot be attributed to any single factor or
cause, but the state’s liability system certainly contributes. Insurance rates may
vary due to numerous factors, including traffic density, the frequency of thefts or
accidents where the policyholder lives or most frequently drives or the cost-ofliving differences between cities, boroughs and zip codes in New York. Still, New
York drivers face comparatively higher insurance costs than other states even
when one considers significant positive developments such as improvements in
automobile safety that have reduced auto crashes in New York over time,148 and
vehicle thefts in areas such as New York City have fallen 96 percent between
1990 and 2013.149 What has continued to increase over time, though, regardless of
where a driver lives in New York, is litigation and liability exposure.
There are fewer car accidents, but more lawsuits. In 2015, roughly 31,000 motor
vehicle-related lawsuits were filed in New York.150 That total represents a 7 percent
increase in lawsuit filings since 2010.151 Yet, the number of motor vehicle crashes
in New York dropped 7 percent during that same period and the percentage
of accidents involving serious or moderate injuries fell by double digits.152 This
continues a long trend in New York of lawsuits increasing even as driving has
become safer.153

No-fault New York
New York is among a minority of states that operate a “no-fault” auto insurance
liability system. The no-fault system was established in part to avoid personal
injury litigation and reduce costs by ensuring a prompt recovery for injured
motorists. But in New York, drivers have the option of stepping outside the nofault system and into the tort litigation system to recover for a “serious injury.”154
Consequently, a driver alleging personal injury damages in excess of $50,000 due
to the negligence of another driver is likely to pursue a tort action notwithstanding
the state’s no-fault regime. A “serious injury” claim is supposed to be reserved for

7%

14%

1%

16%

All Motor
Vehicle
Accidents

Fatal
Crashes
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Injuries

Accidents
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Injuries
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Source: Institute for Traffic Safety Management & Research, Traffic Safety Statistical Repository, Crash
Reports, Statewide Crashes and Office of Court Research of the New York State Unified Court System data.
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injuries such as death, dismemberment, disfigurement or other permanent loss of
function,155 but the threshold has been watered down over time to allow lawsuits
outside the no-fault system for a much broader range of injuries.156 Lawyers often
find a medical professional to support “serious injury” claims based on relatively
minor conditions such as headaches or dizziness157 or numbness,158 and get these
claims in front of a jury. A court has even found that a cracked tooth, visible
only on an x-ray at the dentist’s office, fell within the definition of serious injury,
finding it qualifies as a “fracture” under the law.159
In addition, a driver who sustains only property (e.g. vehicle) damage is free to
pursue a tort claim outside of New York’s no-fault system. These options produce
higher total liability costs for insurers that are passed on to policyholders.
New York’s no-fault system is supported in part by mandatory personal injury
protection (PIP) coverage (often called “no-fault” coverage). In addition to this
required coverage, New York requires drivers to carry uninsured motorist (UM)
coverage.160 Further, like many states, New York imposes mandatory minimums
on the amount of auto liability insurance coverage a driver must obtain. This
minimum is $25,000 for bodily injury and $50,000 for death for a person involved
in an accident, with these amounts doubled for an accident involving two or
more people.161 A driver must also have at least $10,000 in coverage for property
damage for a single accident.162 Although these mandatory minimums are in
the mainstream compared to other states,163 the combination of these required
coverages and additional PIP and UM coverages impose comparatively higher
baseline costs within New York’s largely optional no-fault system.

Figure 3
Areas with Highest and Lowest
Average Car Insurance Rates in New York
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Source: ValuePenguin, How Cities in New York Ranked Based on Car Insurance Costs
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Auto insurance fraud
Another significant contributor to the high price drivers pay for coverage in
New York is insurance fraud. The state Department of Financial Services (DFS)
estimates that up to 36 percent of all auto insurance claims contain “some element
of fraud, resulting in higher insurance premiums for everyone.”164
A study of New York’s no-fault auto insurance liability system conducted by
the Insurance Research Council (IRC), which covered the period of 2007 through
2010, reported that fraud was prevalent, particularly in the New York City area.165
The IRC found that around one out of every five closed no-fault claims appeared
to contain some element of fraud and that as many as one in three closed claims
appeared to be inflated.166 The IRC concluded that between 2007 and 2010 the
percentage of no-fault claims that were fraudulent or inflated rose from 29 percent
to 35 percent.167
The IRC’s study also found that fraud occurred in 22 percent of all New York
City metropolitan area no-fault auto insurance claims during a period in 2010,
and found another 14 percent of claims involved inflated damage claims.168 By
comparison, outside New York City, fraud and inflated claims were found in
significantly lower levels.169 The IRC subsequently reported additional findings
showing that claimed losses for medical expenses, lost wages and other expenses
from auto accidents in New York City rose 70 percent in the 10 years ending in
2010, well beyond the 49 percent increase in medical care inflation over the same
period.170
A later study by the National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) reported a 29 percent
spike in “questionable” insurance claims in New York between 2010 and 2012.171
Of the types of insurance studied, the “top five” loss types for “questionable
claims” were: PIP, bodily injury, collision, theft and other automobile insurance.172
The most recent annual report of the Financial Frauds & Consumer Protection
Division of DFS indicates that fraud remains a major problem. The Division
indicates that the number of reports of suspected fraudulent auto insurance
claims rose 12 percent between 2012 and 2016.173 Suspected no-fault fraud reports,
while slowly falling over that five-year period,174 accounted for more than half
of all fraud reports (including all insurance products) in 2016.175 As DFS notes,
“Deceptive healthcare providers and medical mills that bill insurance companies
under New York’s no-fault system cost New York drivers hundreds of millions
of dollars.”176

Uncertain “bad faith” law
A significant driver of liability insurance costs nationally is litigation alleging an
insurer has acted in “bad faith” in denying a claim. Lawsuits alleging “bad faith”
are traditionally reserved for malicious and intentional insurer misconduct,
such as purposefully refusing to pay a valid claim, but the standard for bringing
litigation has been watered down to allow claims in which an insurer did not
engage in any purposeful misconduct.
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In some cases, plaintiffs’ lawyers engage in tactics designed to “set up” insurers so
that they can bring a bad faith claim against the insurer.177 Why might a plaintiffs’
lawyer do this? The answer is that a bad faith claim can expose an insurer to
liability far beyond the limits of an insurance policy. This means that adding a
bad faith claim to any existing claim has the potential to turn a modest coverage
dispute into a multi-million dollar recovery.178 Over the past decade, there has
been significant uncertainty regarding New York law in this area.179 Courts have
reached different conclusions regarding whether claimants can bring certain bad
faith claims, and, if so, what damages are recoverable.180
In 2008, New York’s highest court ruled that
policyholders can recover a broader range of out-ofNew York’s insurance
pocket damages–called “consequential damages”–
liability landscape is
against insurers beyond the limits of an insurance
marred by persistent
policy, so long as these damages were reasonably
181
foreseeable. New York’s lower courts have since
uncertainty.
interpreted this decision in different ways, creating
significant uncertainty as to how the state’s bad faith
law applies.182 At the same time, plaintiffs’ lawyers eager to establish an even
broader bad faith law in New York have supported legislation in recent years
that would accomplish this objective.183 The result is that New York’s insurance
liability landscape is marred by persistent uncertainty, which makes insurer
pricing of policies challenging and increases costs for all policyholders.

Proposed reforms
New York can address its high auto insurance costs by taking action in two areas:
reducing potential for abuse of the no-fault system and providing clarity with
respect to bad faith claims.
First, the Legislature and the Department of Financial Services could strengthen
New York’s no-fault system to combat insurance fraud and abuse. The Insurance
Information Institute presents several options for consideration, such as:
•

Provide insurers with an opportunity to defend against paying a claim
that an insurer believes is not medically necessary or may be fraudulent
when the insurer, for that reason, does not pay a no-fault claim within the
statutorily required 30-day period.

•

Reduce the potential for litigation and abusive practices by limiting a
policyholder’s assignment of no-fault benefits to unrelated third-parties.

•

Require claimants to provide basic information showing that medical
services were medically necessary and provided by a properly licensed
practitioner.184

Other options include requiring certain disputes to be resolved through
arbitration, requiring clinics to be owned and staffed by healthcare professionals
and available for inspection and decertifying no-fault medical care providers that
engage in fraudulent activities.185
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Second, the Legislature could address the cloud of uncertainty hanging over
New York’s “bad faith” insurance law. It could amend existing statutes to clarify
that these statutes provide the exclusive right of action and remedy for bad faith,
and place reasonable limits on the scope of damages permitted. These reforms
would go a long way in improving the state’s liability environment and curbing
unwarranted costs.
In addition, bringing New York’s general liability laws into the mainstream,
such as by adopting modified comparative fault, is likely to reduce automobile
insurance rates.
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4.

New York City asbestos litigation:
Plaintiff-friendly procedures, expansive
liability and substantial awards

Asbestos litigation is a big-money industry in New York, with plaintiffs’ lawyers
competing for cases that generate lucrative fees. A special court, known as the
New York City Asbestos Litigation (NYCAL) court, is devoted solely to litigating
(and pushing toward settlement) asbestos claims. That court was established in
1986 to handle a crush of asbestos-related lawsuits after the state expanded the
time period for filing such claims. In a recent case filing, the City of New York
itself recently questioned why a special court “favor[ing] a very few plaintiffs
at the expense of the rights of asbestos defendants,” continues to exist when the
initial surge of cases is long over.186
Until 2009, New York had a reputation for fairly administering its asbestos docket,
based on a case management order developed through negotiations between
lawyers representing plaintiffs and defendants. That changed in 2009, when
Justice Sherry Klein Heitler, who had close ties to Assembly Speaker Sheldon
Silver, took NYCAL’s reins.
Justice Heitler altered the case management order’s careful compromises to
create so many advantages for plaintiffs that the court attracted more nonresident
plaintiffs—“litigation tourists.” Today, New York City is the third most popular
jurisdiction in the country for the filing of asbestos lawsuits,187 hosting one of
every six asbestos verdicts.188
In recent years, two judges have succeeded Justice Heitler on NYCAL’s front
bench, but the balance of the case management order has not been restored.

The widening net
Asbestos lawsuits initially centered on the production and installation of thermal
insulation products that, according to most scientific literature, present the
highest excess exposure risk to workers.189
Following a wave of bankruptcies among asbestos manufacturers in the early
2000s, plaintiffs’ attorneys shifted their litigation strategy towards businesses
associated with making and distributing products such as gaskets, pumps,
automotive friction products and residential construction products.
Since that time, as the Wall Street Journal found, the litigation “spread from
the asbestos makers to companies far removed from the scene of any putative
wrongdoing.”190 Today, an asbestos defendant “could be a local plumbing
company or a business selling a component to another entity that put that product
into the marketplace,” an experienced product liability litigator in Buffalo
observed.191 One plaintiffs’ attorney has described the litigation as an “endless
search for a solvent bystander.”192
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Silver-plated
asbestos litigation
First elected to the state Assembly in
1976, rising through a series of increasingly
influential positions to become Assembly
speaker in 1993, Sheldon Silver was for more
than two decades one of the most powerful
figures in New York’s state government.
During his last 13 years in office, Silver also
served in an “of-counsel” role with Weitz
& Luxenberg—a large personal injury firm
specializing in asbestos litigation. In 2013
alone, Silver reported earning between
$650,000 and $750,000 from outside legal
work, although for years he had ducked
questions on precisely what he did for the
firm.235
In 2015, a federal grand jury charged that
Silver collected more than $3 million in legal
fees from asbestos-related cancer cases
steered to his law firm through a Columbia
University Medical Center oncologist, who
in turn benefitted from two research grants
totaling $500,000 and other official favors
from the speaker. 236
In November 2015, a jury convicted Silver of
honest-services fraud, extortion and money
laundering, which resulted in his automatic
removal from office.237 In May 2016, a
judge sentenced the former speaker to a
dozen years in prison.238 A federal appeals
court overturned his conviction in July
2017, however, based on a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling in another political corruption
trial involving former Virginia Governor
Bob McDonnell. Silver’s retrial is tentatively
scheduled for April 2018.
Whatever the ultimate outcome, the Silver
case highlighted the confluence of big money
and political power that lies behind one what
remains one of the most lucrative areas of
tort litigation in New York or any state.

A nearly impossible standard
Plaintiffs’ lawyers in asbestos cases commonly
name dozens of companies as defendants,
alleging that their client was exposed to many
sources of asbestos. Businesses unjustly pulled
into such litigation have a difficult time getting
out.
The NYCAL court requires a defendant
seeking summary judgment (dismissal after
the discovery process) to show “unequivocal
evidence that its product could not have
contributed to plaintiff’s injury.”193 It is not
enough to show that a plaintiff has no evidence
that he or she was exposed to the company’s
asbestos-containing products.194
As a result of this guilty-unless-proveninnocent approach, NYCAL judges routinely
deny motions for summary judgment. They
do so even when the plaintiff does not identify
an asbestos-containing product made by the
defendant or recall seeing the defendant’s
products when working,195 the plaintiff’s
description of a product does not match a
product made by the defendant196—even when
the plaintiff believes that the product he used
did not contain asbestos.197
For example, in a lawsuit filed in NYCAL
against Utica Boilers, Inc. and Fulton Boiler
Works, Inc., among others, Mack Ricci alleged
that he developed mesothelioma through
secondhand exposure to asbestos products
brought home on his father’s clothing. His
father, Aldo Ricci, said in a deposition that
he generally recalled observing contractors
removing asbestos-containing insulation from
the exterior of boilers when he worked as a
draftsman engineer. But the elder Ricci did
not remember observing anyone working on
a Fulton or Utica boiler. Indeed, when asked
whether he believed he came into contact
with asbestos from a Fulton or Utica boiler,
Aldo Ricci said “No.” Nevertheless, the judge
refused to dismiss the claims and found the
father’s testimony to be a credibility issue for
the jury.198
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The NYCAL court also requires defendants to submit the affidavit of a corporate
representative with personal knowledge of the case in support of a motion for
summary judgment. If the company cannot produce an employee whose tenure
coincided with the plaintiff’s employment or presence at the facility, the court
will ignore the submitted affidavit.199 A defendant’s failure to submit affidavits
supporting its motion may give the court a sufficient basis to deny summary
judgment.200 Given the long latency period for asbestos-related injuries, this
personal knowledge requirement is often impossible for a company to meet.

Prejudicial consolidation
The NYCAL combines multiple asbestos cases that have little in common for trial,
a highly prejudicial practice that raises serious due process concerns.201
In recent years, several jurisdictions stopped or substantially curbed the use
of trial consolidations in asbestos cases.202 The national trend is to prohibit
consolidation of asbestos trials absent the consent of all parties.203 Yet, in NYCAL,
small consolidations of cases remain routine.204 The amended NYCAL case
management order issued in June 2017 provides that trial judges may join up to
three cases for jury trial for plaintiffs demonstrating certain criteria.
Consolidated trials can make it hard for
Consolidated trials can
jurors to keep straight the “maelstrom
205
of facts, figures, and witnesses.”
make it hard for jurors
Inflammatory facts in one case can color a
to keep straight the
jury’s perception of joined cases and amount
to guilt by association. Consolidation can
“maelstrom of facts, figures,
also bolster weak claims because jurors
and witnesses.”
may assume that if multiple plaintiffs allege
injuries from a particular product, then the
claims must have merit, even when they lack objective support. In addition, jurors
may have trouble differentiating asbestos products with different fiber types and
potencies, lumping them together as simply “asbestos.” Other risks of prejudice
arise when cases of plaintiffs with different diseases are joined for trial or when
personal injury claims are joined with wrongful death claims.
Empirical evidence shows that consolidated trials of small groups of plaintiffs,
such as those in NYCAL “significantly improve outcomes for plaintiffs.”206
In fact, recent “NYCAL data suggests that consolidated trial settings create
administrative and jury biases that result in an artificially inflated frequency of
plaintiff verdicts at abnormally large amounts.”207 A study of NYCAL jury awards
for 2010 through 2014 found that verdicts in consolidated trials were “250% more
per plaintiff than NYCAL awards in individual trial settings over that same
span, and 315% more per plaintiff than the national average award.”208 Plaintiffs’
lawyers say consolidation promotes efficiency, but this is not only unsupported
by evidence,209 it cannot justify unfair trials.
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Disproportionate liability
As noted above, New York law generally provides that any defendant that is
found to have even slightly contributed to a plaintiff’s harm may be required
to pay a plaintiff’s full medical expenses and other economic damages, but a
defendant that is less than 50 percent responsible is liable only for its “fair share”
of the plaintiff’s noneconomic damages, such as pain and suffering.210 This law
allows minor players to avoid liability that is out of proportion to their share
of fault. However, the law makes an exception for defendants found to have
acted with “reckless disregard for the safety of others.”211 This can make even a
minimally at-fault defendant liable for the entire award.
The NYCAL court routinely instructs juries to find recklessness on the part of
defendants in situations that fall far below the high bar set by the state Court of
Appeals.212 As a result, businesses pay awards that exceed their responsibility for
the harm.213 The threat of a disproportionate award also leads to “large settlements
even where exposures to that defendant’s products may be negligible.”214

The threat of punitive damages
When asbestos cases go to trial in New York, it is not unusual to see extraordinarily
large awards, primarily for noneconomic damages such as pain and suffering,
“loss of consortium” or deprivation of the benefits of a family relationship. For
example, a NYCAL jury awarded $75 million in a single mesothelioma case in
January 2017.215 Many of these awards are
reduced,216 but even post-reduction awards are
Punitive damages serve larger than verdicts seen elsewhere.

no proper purpose in
asbestos litigation.

In addition, defendants in asbestos cases in New
York face a threat of punitive damages. Punitive
damages serve no proper purpose in asbestos
litigation since the alleged misconduct occurred
decades ago, the defendants are no longer engaged in asbestos-related business
activities, the primary defendants are long bankrupt and further bankruptcies
will only make it more difficult for plaintiffs to recover compensatory damages.217
For those reasons, in 1996, Justice Helen Freedman, then-presiding administrative
law judge for all NYCAL cases, began deferring punitive damage claims, taking
the potential for a jackpot verdict off the table and facilitating reasonable
settlements.218
But in April 2014, Justice Heitler granted a request by plaintiffs’ lawyers to lift
the longstanding ban on punitive damages.219 The Appellate Division of the state
Supreme Court held that she had the authority to modify the case management
order, but struck down her plan to leave defendants guessing until the close of
evidence at trial as to whether punitive damages would be sought by the plaintiff,
and stayed the filing of punitive damages claims. The appellate court remanded
the matter to her successor, Justice Peter Moulton, to determine whether punitive
damages claims should be allowed and, if so, what procedural protocols should
be adopted to ensure due process rights are protected for defendants.220 In June
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2017, just before his own elevation to the appellate court, Justice Moulton issued a
case management order that did not reinstate the deferral policy.221 Thus, punitive
damages are now available for cases put on the trial calendar after the order’s
effective date.

Tort and trust manipulation
Justice is also undermined in NYCAL because plaintiffs’ lawyers claim in lawsuits
that solvent companies are responsible for their client’s injuries, and then later
file trust claims pointing the finger at bankrupt companies as the source of their
asbestos exposure.
When the most active defendants in the asbestos litigation declared bankruptcy,
they established asbestos personal injury compensation trusts to pay future
asbestos claims. Lawyers for some plaintiffs assert that the NYCAL case
management order allows them to delay filing claims for compensation from
these trusts until after a personal injury case settles or is tried to a verdict.222
By delaying trust claims, plaintiffs’ counsel can suppress evidence of a plaintiff’s
trust-related exposures, effectively thwarting efforts by still-solvent defendants
to apportion fault to others that may bare significant responsibility. Then, after
the trial or settlement, lawyers file trust claims blaming the insolvent companies
for a plaintiff’s injury.223 These tactics artificially inflate plaintiff recoveries at
the expense of tort defendants and potentially at the expense of future asbestos
claimants too.224
The June 2017 NYCAL case management order recognized these problems,
but failed to adequately address them. In July 2017, Justice Lucy Billings was
appointed as the new NYCAL Coordinating Judge. This provides an opportunity
for revisiting the order, which defendants have challenged in the Court of
Appeals, and establishing more balanced procedures.

Proposed reforms
Addressing the factors that have contributed to making New York City a hub for
asbestos litigation will require a combination of legislative and judicial action.
The Legislature should:
•

Abolish joint and several liability and any exception for recklessness so
that solvent businesses with only a peripheral role in the litigation are not
on the hook for the plaintiff’s entire damage award.

•

Enact the “Truth, Fairness, and Transparency in Asbestos Litigation
Act,”225 which requires plaintiffs to file all eligible asbestos trust claims
soon after commencing an asbestos personal injury case.226
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NYCAL defendants have challenged the June 2017 case management order,
arguing it deprives them of statutory and due process rights without their
consent. If any aspect of that order is permitted to stand, it should, at a minimum:
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•

Protect the future recovery of claimants by deferring punitive damage
claims.

•

Stop consolidation of multiple cases for trial, which confuses juries and is
highly prejudicial to defendants.

•

Require plaintiffs’ lawyers to file all eligible asbestos trust claims early
in the discovery process and specify that trust claims materials are
admissible.

CONCLUSION

T

his report explains how New York’s tort laws make the Empire State a national liability
outlier, serving narrow special interests rather than the broad interests of consumers,
workers and employers.

The following key reforms can be viewed as essential first steps for bringing New York’s liability
system closer to the national mainstream:
•

Move to a modified comparative fault system, which would bar damages for plaintiffs
found to have been primarily responsible for their own injuries.

•

Eliminate joint liability, holding defendants liable only in proportion to their actual level
of responsibility for an injury.

•

Adopt reasonable constraints on product liability actions, aligning more closely with
other states’ laws, as recommended three decades ago by then-Governor Mario Cuomo’s
Jones Commission.

•

Limit subjective and unpredictable awards for noneconomic damages such as pain
and suffering, and tie the maximum amount of a punitive damage award to the
plaintiff’s injury.

•

Reduce New York’s judgment interest to a level tied to market interest rates.

In addition to these fundamental reforms, changes are needed to address inequities in specific
areas of tort liability.
New York can reduce private and public construction costs by eliminating absolute liability under
the Scaffold Law, allowing juries to fairly consider whether the worker’s actions contributed to
the accident.
The state can control medical malpractice costs while protecting patient interests by adopting
stronger certificate of merit requirements and expert witness qualification standards, and
allowing medical professionals to express their condolences or apologies to patients or their
families without the threat of liability.
To lower the cost of auto insurance in New York, the state should address insurance fraud
and abuse in the state’s no-fault system and clarify the requirements for “bad faith” lawsuits
against insurers.
Finally, New York can restore fairness in how asbestos lawsuits are decided by requiring
plaintiffs’ lawyers to file claims with asbestos trusts soon after commencing a personal injury
case, deferring punitive damage claims and stopping consolidation of multiple cases for trial.
Adopting these and other legal reforms would create a more balanced tort system and reduce
the threat of unfair liability for those who live, work and do business in New York. They would
also improve the reputation of the state’s liability system, providing an incentive for businesses
to locate or expand in New York and bringing much-needed jobs and investment.
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